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			 "A magnificent king
				dressed in the
		 finest white robe, 		
enthroned on
ivory-coloured wood and
possessing a treasure trove		
of enormous pearls.“

Adventure Summary
In the middle of the ocean, near the big travel routes, lies a rocky island. A fine mist hangs over the
island at all times and gigantic flocks of birds land
there every evening. It’s a place of myth, since
nearly every ship that navigates these waters has
vanished.
The few living sailors who visited the place, returned half dead and fully mad. They spoke of a magnificent king in the finest white robe they had ever
seen, sitting on a throne made of ivory wood and
holding a hoard of enormous pearls.
Regardless of what is true about this story, the
fact stands that ships that attempt to cut short
their travel routes through theses mysterious waters are rarely heard from again.

The truth
The ivory king is a pelican. Literally. So is his wife.
And so is his daughter. Every creature, except the
stranded castaways, are water birds.
On this island nests, the royal pair of pelicans wanted to conceive a daughter. After eons of failure,
the queen finally gave birth to a daughter named
Dell. The crane king, also a bird, fell in love with
Dell and wanted to marry her. Her father though,
greedy as he is, refuses to give her up.
For over a century, the King of the Cranes has been
hiding on the island, trying to rescue the princess
and take her with him. Among other reasons he is
prevented from doing so by the shipwrecked sailors who are under the queen‘s charm and worship all the pelicans that live on the island like gods.

What transpired to far
Aeons ago
The pelican king and queen, born from clouds and
mud, land on the cliff island and bore with their
beaks into the limestone to dig a nest. When they
were finished, they called their kin to them. Over
time, many hundreds of pelicans reach the island.
One of the largest colonies of pelicans develops.
The royal couple tries to conceive a child, but each
time the egg is unfertilized, causing them terrible
grief. The king especially, was severely affected by
every egg he lost. In an effort to protect his eggs,
he digs deeper and deeper into the limestone,
finally hollowing out a large chamber where at
the end he carefully stores each egg in a treasure
chambe, bedded on pearls, the eggs of the sea.
During this time, the first humans are stranded on
the island. They live on wine and fish and soon they
fall under the unintentional charm of the queen,
who wastes her newfound time with willful governance. The village of the long-lost is founded.

A century earlier
A pregnant hyena-crocodile nests in the large
chamber under the castle. The king discovered
this, and was enraged by her pregnancy. He decides to steal her egg as soon as it was laid and in
his anger eats it together with his wife. A princess
named Dell is then born to the pelicans.
To mark this occasion, the king calls for an endless
feast to be repeated every evening, to which all the
bird princes of the various waterfowl are invited.
During one of these feasts, the prince of the cranes
catches a glimpse of the now grownup Princess
Dell and falls in love with her. After some courtship, she returns his love and together they appear
before the Ivory King to receive his blessing. But
he doesn‘t want to share his greatest treasure and
chases the Crane prince away. Afterwards he imprisons his daughter with the eggs in the treasure
chamber, where she shall remain forever.
During the next few years the crane prince searches for his beloved and looks all over the island,
but cannot find a way to rescue her. He is too cowardly to face the king, but too in love to leave
the island. So the years go by, his parents die, he
becomes king and still he is looking for Dell.
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The Queen‘s Charm
The dominating aura of the queen extends over
the whole island. Every person who lives on it for a
prolonged period of time gradually falls under her
charm.
In the beginning, most people find the customs of
the people living here strange. Why this constant
caring for the pelicans, who are so ignorant to the
outside world, and act so irresponsible? But little by little, these ideas start to make sense. Why
would anyone want to leave this place? You have
everything you need. No stress, no desires, no problems. And pelicans are actually kind of cute. The
way they waddle and squawk. You can‘t help but
cuddle them.
It takes about a month for a person to succumb
enough to the charm to take the next step. They
are then presented to the queen and bound to her
in a simple ritual. From then on, this person will
only speak highly of her and the king and will be
loyal to both.
None of the missing people understand what the
pelicans are saying. Instead, thanks to the charm,
they simply know intuitively what and when a pelican wants something from them. This is why they
cannot teach a newcomer the bird language. They
always seem to be listening to the pelicans, but in
reality they too only hear squawking and croaking.

The Twist
In truth, all the creatures on the island, except the
shipwrecked people, are birds. In nature and appearance. But nobody says it out loud.
Even you, as the game master, are not immune to
the ban.
Never describe the queen or the king of the pelicans, the crane king or the bird princes directly as
birds. Do not let anyone talk about them as birds.
Neither descriptive nor implied. When you speak
of them, don‘t mention any bird-related expressions like feathers, wings, beaks, etc...
All characters living on the island are aware that
these are birds, but for them this fact is irrelevant.
They never address it actively or passively.
The crane king will only turn into a crane in front of
the players in life-threatening emergencies.
Should any player actively ask something like: „Is
the King perhaps a pelican?“ just grin stupidly, and
shake your head slightly, as if such an insane question doesn‘t need to be answered in the first place.
This will continue until the players have met the
king or the queen. As soon as they have seen one
of the them themselves, all rules are forfeited. Call
them what you like. The rules for the villagers and
servants should be kept for the sake of continuity.
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Tonality
This adventure allows two different approaches to how it can be run. Decide in advance how you want to
proceed. Once you have decided on a variant, stick to it.

Exaggerated & Funny: Easy Way
If you‘re not careful, in most cases, it‘s going to
come down to this anyway. It can easily happen
that your players don‘t take you seriously in this
adventure. After all, we‘re talking about a large
pelican with a crown as its primary antagonist. As
soon as the first joke in the round drops, all seriousness is over anyway.
In this case, you should plan your adventure accordingly right from the start. Take out the disturbing
scenes, make the villagers look ridiculous and play
the crane king as a fool in love. Make all the pelicans just a little bit bigger than normal, let them
waddle around stupidly and let them fall down
more often. The servants can be overly submissive, the queen bossy and idiotic and the ivory king
less threatening, but rather tired and disinterested.
This way of leading the adventure is perfectly ok
and suited for letting off steam in a spontaneous
one-shot or to have a small, funny breather besides the main campaign.

Kafkaesque: Hard Way
How the adventure was intended. Try to take everything seriously from the beginning. Don‘t listen
to funny comments from your players, play out
every action, especially the ones that are meant
to be nonsensically witty, very closely and with
enough consequences. The players should notice
that things are different from usual. Everything
else funny suddenly becomes unpleasantly threatening.
At the beginning describe the fog more oppressive and restricting. Bring the fog more to the foreground. As long as they are on the island or in the
surrounding waters, they can practically see only a
few dozen meters at all times. Move all characters
away from the comical and more into the tragic.
The villagers are overwhelmingly joyful. They do
everything possible to make the characters feel
comfortable. Always keep the sour stench and fog
at the back of your mind when describing things.
Try to emphasize to your players the drastic difference between behavior and situation.
The crane king is a very tragic character here. Resigned to his fate. Only if the players want to be
exuberantly helpful, let him show a little hope.
The castle itself is overly twisted. Describe it as an
inscrutable labyrinth.
The pelicans are less funny and cute, but rather
bossy and with an always piercing gaze. As if they
always know much more than they appear to.
They do not waddle, they wander. They do not
quack, they croak. They are not afraid of the players. Make the players fear them.
Play the queen as a gruff monarch who could go
crazy at any time and send her hosts at the players. Play the Ivory King, on the other hand, as a
very intelligent monster. As a bone-eating bird dinosaur with human intelligence.
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Possible Plothooks
There are several ways to lure players to the island. Use the one that best suits your campaign.
Or the one that you enjoy the most in a Oneshot.

Randomly discovered
If your players are already on a boat, you can
have the captain suggest a shortcut. This will take
them through less frequented waters, and if they
request more information, you can tell them the
rumors about the Island of the Ivory King, which
they might pass by, but in return they will get to
their destination much faster. Then just let the fog
come up at the right time and let them intentionally or unintentionally run aground on the coast.

The missing person
An influential person of doubtful status has disappeared. The last time they were seen was when
they boarded a boat that had to pass the island of
the Ivory King on its route. It seems that it never
arrived at its destination. Certain powers are very
interested in getting their hands on this person
and have therefore put a bounty on their head. Of
course, they should be brought back alive and preferably unharmed.

The missing cargo ship
A merchant has been waiting for weeks on a very
important delivery. It was supposed to have arrived by ship long ago, but the last news he heard
from her was the message of a carrier pigeon,
which reported of strange fog and croaking shadows. The ship‘s route closely passed the island
from the legend of the Ivory King. It may well
be that the trading ship accidentally strayed off
course and ran aground there. Now he is looking
for some brave fellows who will go out in a small
boat to secure and bring back the lost cargo.

The pearl treasure hoard
A crazy captain is looking for some daring sailors
to set off with to a mystical island. According to
the legend, there is a king perched on an immense
treasure of pearls. The island is outside of any legal boundaries, so all you have to do is overcome
the local „obstacles“ and plunder the hoard and
you will be swimming in money.

The Artifact
It is believed that a certain magical item, possibly
something of importance in your campaign, is at
the court of the Ivory King. The task now is to locate and steal it. Preferably without enraging and
turning everyone against you.

Modular Design
The adventure is designed for one game session. However, depending on the group and your own style, the
events on the island can possibly take longer. But that‘s fine too. But if you‘re planning a One-shot or you
already know that your group is not the fastest, change the adventure as follows. You don‘t have to leave
out every single option, you can also change it spontaneously:
• Leave out the prelude completely and start at the moment when the players‘ dinghy touches down on
the beach. Make sure their ship arrives safely, so they have a way to leave the island quickly if necessary.
• Don‘t mention the hermit and ignore [#5] The Broken Tower and [#6] Grotto Of The Hermit.
• Ignore one of the three main areas in the castle, depending on the Plothook you chose at the beginning.
So if there is a person to rescue, don‘t let the players discover [#8e] The Throne Room, if it‘s only about
the treasure or the princess, you can omit either [#8d] The Audience Chamber or [#8c] The Banquet Hall.
• The Ivory King‘s castle is filled with some profane and magical items that his servants pulled from the
surrounding wrecks. You can let your players encounter as many of them as you like, depending on how
close you are to the time limit.
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Prelude
#Prelude

The Voyage

Odors

Ocean and wind. Like salt on old wood
varnish.

Noises

The sound of waves, the gentle up
and down of the ship. Creaking wood.

Should only be mentioned briefly. Possibly with a
small scene, at mealtime or on deck, in which the
characters learn to know each other so that they
don‘t come to the island as complete strangers.
The journey itself takes about 8 Days and is not difficult to navigate with compass, map and divider.

#Prelude

Landing / Running aground

Odors

Damp cold. All kinds of Birdsmell carried through the fog

Noises

Eerie silence, only interrupted by
strange throaty calls from out of the
mist. The scraping of barely too short
rocks on the hull of the ship.

The players notice that they are approaching their
goal by the Emerging Fog. The closer they get to
the island, the denser it becomes. The visibility
gets worse and worse. Around the ship you can
eventually see only a few meters of ocean, then
everything is swallowed by the grey wall.
As a preliminary warning, a sharp rock emerges
from the water on one side, then the ship enters
the reef zone. The fog is so thick at this point that
you cannot see all the way from one side of the
ship to the other. Everything is Murky And Dim.
The island is surrounded from all sides, but especially towards the south, with Sharp-Edged Reefs
that easily tear open the hull of any ship. In addition, treacherous sandbanks are hidden in between,
some right below the water surface. The fog does
its part to hide the island as much as possible and
generally makes estimating distances difficult.
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Let the players get a little paranoid as they approach the island. Describe Strange Dark Shapes
flitting and flying through the fog. The sea is calmer here. An Almost Smooth Water Surface gives
a clear view of the Dark, Sharp Rocks that lurk just
below it. Note how the fog feels like and describe
the small water droplets that settle everywhere.
Let your players hear a loud scream twice while
driving. Then suddenly a larger shadow appears
out of the fog and settles silently in the rigging or
on deck. Describe it as suddenly present and let it
be noticed by a player who is just turning around.
He may also see it out of the corner of their eye as
they are talking to someone.
A Seagull Griffin has discovered the motion in the
fog and has become curious and also a little hungry. He can be convinced to leave by a generous
donation of food. Otherwise, after some time, he
will go looking for something to eat himself, if necessary, below deck. He defends himself when attacked, but can be coaxed into fleeing after a few
blows.
If the players have successfully navigated through
the murky fog, it will slowly clear away and you
can at least see the outline of the cliff island.
Whether the players have damaged or destroyed
the ship, or perhaps taken the dinghy to complete
the rest of the journey, they will arrive at either
[#1] The Sandbanks or [#2] The Ship Graveyard.

The Cliff Island
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A misshapen cliff island, half a day‘s journey in all
directions wide, lies in the middle of a treacherous
reef, interspersed with shallow sandbanks. It is always Shrouded In Fog.
It is surrounded by a beach of Fine, Yellow Sand,
and at every point the cliff face rises at least 25m
into the air. If you climb up, you stand on the edge
of a basin, in which a Large Forest covers most of
the island. The fog in the valley always seems to
be a little denser than anywhere else on the island.
In the north, the cliff rock ascends for approximately another 30 meters. At the top of this peculiar
mountain slope, shrouded in thick fog, stands the
Castle Of The Ivory King, which can be seen from
anywhere on the island.

#1

The Sandbanks

Odors

Foam and cold sand. Fresh and clear
with a touch of salt.

Noises

Screaming seagulls. Rippling waves at
your feet. The beating of the ocean
against the cliffs behind it. All muffled
by the ever-present fog.

Small Elongated Islands Of Sand. They are regularly eroded and piled up again elsewhere. Mussels
And Empty Snail Shells en masse. Elegant Hermit
Crabs scurrying away before hungry seagulls. The
individual sandbanks are not connected, but there is only shallow water between them. There is a
constant danger of getting lost in the fog. In the
morning they are visited by The Fishermen of the
island.
Those who walk around the island can enjoy the
purple river splashing into the ocean at the east as
an Impressive waterfall. Behind it is the [#6] Grotto Of The Hermit.
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#2

The Ship Graveyard

#3

The Village of the Long-Lost

Odors

Bird shit. Rotten and mouldy wood.
Algae and shellfish.

Odors

Acidic and rotten, dirt and moisture

Noises

Seagull cries. Gentle waves that batter against wood and rocks.

Noises

Constant mumbling. Annoying bird
twittering and screeching

The southern part of the island is home to what is
probably the most dangerous and sprawling part
of the reef. That‘s why Dozens Of Cannibalized
Shipwrecks lie fallow here. Rising half out of the
water, they slowly rot away. Almost all of them
have been pillaged, only a few of them still have
cargo of value. Many have even had parts of the
planks and other useful utensils, such as the steering wheel or the iron cargo hold grids removed.
Decades ago, the villagers carved A Warped,
Brittle Staircase into the cliff. In some places you
have to climb the bare wall using Iron Handholds.
Even without a lot of gear, climbing is difficult
and sometimes dangerous. Not far to the left of
the stairs there is A Decaying Pulley System with
which one can transport bigger cargo to the cliff
top. Two people are needed at the top of the cliff
to crank the lift upwards. The Long-Lost only use
it after they have dismantled a ship. The fishermen
always use the stairs and are already very skilled at
it. They return from their daily fishing work around
noon.
Thorny Vineyards grow everywhere on the ridge,
their roots stretching from edge to edge. The grapes of these vineyards are disgustingly sour and
the thorns are terribly sharp. In addition, a Pronounced Trail leads a short distance down into the
valley, where it finally enters the forest and after
a while leads to [#3] The Village Of The Long-Lost.

The Lunatic‘s Ship
A cutter that hasn‘t been lying here for too long.
There‘s a 50% chance the entire ship‘s currently
submerged. A Gaping Hole in the side of the ship
invites you in. There the lunatic had set up camp
before he was eventually sacrificed. He carved A
Clue into the side of the ship with a sharp knife:
„The end of the river!“
Under a loose plank he hid a Small Casket. Inside
are a [Small] Handful Of Pearls (200 brass) and a
[Tiny] Rotten Pelican Egg (fragile).
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The villagers are all former castaways. They wear
Tattered Clothes, patched with local leather. They
live in Makeshift, Shabby Huts and possess only
the Bare Necessities that they plundered from the
surrounding shipwrecks. However, they have little expectations for themselves and their environment and are already satisfied with this basic sustenance. There are Almost No Children Or Women
on the island. Each of the villagers houses at least
one pelican in their home, sometimes several, and
cares for them with the greatest indulgence.

Overheard Conversations and 		
potential Information:
• The King‘s daughter, Dell, she‘s the King‘s
greatest treasure. More lovely and beautiful
than any in existence.
• Much exaggerated praise for the Queen. How
wise and fair she is and how her wisdom is the
key to success. What would you do without
her? One doesn‘t even want to imagine.
• A hermit (Konrad) has left the village some
time ago. I wonder what happened to him.
No one has heard from him for a long time. He
seemed to be up to no good somewhere in the
forest to the east. His companion (Clemens)
has integrated well. In addition, there was (Alfred) the madman, who was already insane
before, but became more and more demented
over time. During his lifetime he always talked
about a treasure in the castle.
• The murderer in the forest is a terrible fellow.
Has killed between two and five people. The
number changes from time to time, depending on who you ask.

The Guano Fields
Long before you see them, the Strong Acrid Smell
of the Cornfields already fills your nostrils. In spite
of the off-putting smell the grain leaps juicy and
full out of the Wafts Of Mist. At lunchtime there
are always a Few Moist Farmers standing around,
working the fields, harvesting and reseeding. It is
fertilized with guano, which the villagers extract
from the nests by the river.

The Havngossn Distillery
Havngossn is THE establishment of the island. And
in fact, the only one. In the evening the Outdoor
Bar is packed, brightly lit and Filled With Murmurs. Former sailors tell confusing stories from
their lives.
The only drink served here is Deep Sour Brandy,
although in many variations. But all from the same
nasty grape, which is extracted from the cliffs in
the south.
A Group Of Newcomers, who have only been here
for two weeks, sit together at one table. Should
someone tell them about an intact boat, a few of
them want to come along, the other half want to
stay here. So far, they have only been under the
queen‘s charm to a limited extent and tell of the
oddities of the village with a modest amount of
reserve. They have already given away all their belongings.

The Medical Office of Dr. Li
The only doctor on the entire island lives here and
Treats Simple Wounds And Superficial Injuries.
He has neither received any training, nor suitable
equipment, nor any talent. Only a Few Herbs, Bandages And Ineffective Ointments are in his possession.
For more serious wounds he will bring out his whole Arsenal Of Useless Pliers, Drills And Knives, do
some shallow doctoring, doing more harm than
good, and finally refer the patient to the castle, as
they have special equipment there that can help
more effectively. They should just let them know
that Dr. Li is sending them and they would be treated in a jiffy. He tries his best to convince the injured players to go out on their own. Should the
players really go to the castle with this, they will be
prepared for the next evening sacrifice.

The Village Chief
In a hut, which looks just like any other, lives the
current leader of the village. She is A Little Crazy,
But Very Nice and immediately offers newcomers
a place to stay and also guides them to food and
drink. She is not very busy, but has to take care of
her pelican here and there and will soon take off
while mentioning that you can come to her anytime and with any problem you might encounter.
After the players are already leaving, she comes
back to them and mentions sheepishly that there‘s
one more thing they could take care of. Someone
Should Kill The Murderer In The Forest. Upon further inquiry she says that the villagers themselves
have committed to pacifism. Of course, this is only
a request and not a demand, she doesn‘t want to
force anyone to do anything. And she can‘t really
offer the players anything in return, although she
emphasizes that the king might be very pleased
with them if they do this. Now, if it wouldn‘t be
too much trouble...

#4

The Crimson River

Odors

Slightly metallic & rusty, accompanied
by sweet hibiscus and sour guano,
mixed to an unpleasant sweet-tangy
aroma.

Noises

Squawking and stomping of pelicans,
splashing water, light breeze through
the grass

The river Emerges From The Castle of
the Ivory King and flows through the valley of the island, digging its way through
the cliffs and Finally Plunging Into The Sea.
It is the home of the majority of pelicans. Their
nests are scattered all over the banks. The water is
a little salty, so it is not inhabited by fish.
The color is purple at night, pink in the morning
and clear in the afternoon. Ivory Hibiscus is lined
up along the shore. Dozens Of Pelicans cavort
here at all times of the day.
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#5
Odors

Noises

The Broken Tower
Lightly of mould and rot. Outweighs
the smell of the tree resin.
Mud and Clay
The rustling of leaves, quiet scratching of claws on stone, wiping of fur
on loamy ground, distant roaring of a
waterfall

A ruin whose Broken Top still juts out between
the treetops. The upper part has Fallen To The
Ground Half Intact and now forms the Home Of
A Pair Of Martenwyrms. Both react quite angrily
to guests who want to search the tower and try
to drive them away with all necessary means. The
ruin itself is Cleared And Wind Polished. There is
nothing more to get.
A Half Buried Spiral Staircase is driven through
the ground on the northern wall and leads to the
[#6] Grotto of the Hermit.

#6

Grotto of the Hermit

Odors

Moisture, mould, decay and moss.
Wet wood and old lacquer.

Noises

A rushing waterfall, further down, the
crashing of waves against stony cliffs.

The narrow spiral staircase ends in a grotto that is
open on one side towards the sea, but is covered
by a waterfall there.
It once served as a storage place for the long forgotten owner of the tower. Now only the temporary camp of Konrad the Hermit is hidden here. He
had collected already spoiled supplies and built a
narrow, rickety sloop. While the boat is still standing around, ready to leave and dusty, the supplies are already all moldy.
The hermit himself was sacrificed to the banquet
some time ago and since then nobody has been
here. In addition, you can find a wet diary in this
grotto, in which the hermit documented his experiences and his constant mental decline.
The ship is small and not designed to carry more
than one person and sufficient provisions. Stranded players with a broken boat have a difficult
choice here. Either taking enough food to survive
the return safely, or treasures and only the bare
essentials of drinking water.
With a bit of luck, and a good run-up, you could
dash through the waterfall.
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Journal of the Hermit
It is Soggy And In Many Places Already Unreadable. Players who brood over it for a few hours can
gradually work out the following information:
• Konrad was out looting with his two colleagues, Clemens and Alfred, when they went off
course.
• They hit the fog and ran into a reef. While exploring the island, they encountered the strange villagers.
• His buddy Clemens quickly joined the Village of
the Long-Lost. His behaviour became stranger
by the day. More and more he succumbed to
the pelicans and the queen, although he had
never seen her personally.
• His other mate, Alfred, had been crazy before, but it had worsened since their arrival. He
seemed to have sneaked into the castle once
and since then he had been talking something
about a treasure, a captive princess and a crocodile.
• Conrad visited the hiding place of his crazy
friend after he had disappeared for a long
time. He found the carved message in the
ship‘s wall and afterwards went to the tower
ruins where he found the grotto.
• Conrad planned his escape from the island.
He built a ship and collected supplies. But little by little he fell in love with the queen and
his thoughts became visibly confused. Strange
dreams seemed to haunt him. Of a beautiful
queen in a blood-red dress and a feeling of maternal love.

#7

Encounter with the Crane King

Odors

Aromatic pollen and moist undergrowth.

Noises

Gentle wind blowing through the
branches

A Wide Treeless Aisle in the middle of the forest.
Strangely enough, the fog keeps away from it.
Colorful Fields Of Flowers everywhere and in the
middle Plateau-like A Crooked Boulder on which
day and night Valvalur, The Crane King, in human
form is on the lookout.
The Staken King, Valvalur is skittish, because he
has already felt many animosities from the inhabitants of the island. He will wait and see how the
players act, but he will run away from any threats.
If the players can convincingly claim to be unbiased, he will hesitantly ask them to free his beloved from the clutches of the Ivory King. He will tell
them The Story of the First Feast, but will not mention „birds“ with any words. If the players are reluctant to give in, he will promise them the dowry
intended for the princess, but he will not tell them
what it is at first. Only when urged does he reveal
that it is a [M] Hyena-Crocodile Egg (1400 brass).
He doesn‘t know where Dell is, but is able to spot
her in a castle chamber through his long-range vision. The king seems to be sitting on his throne not
far from her. He is most likely guarding her. Valvalur speculates that he will probably never give her
away voluntarily and that the players will probably
have to kill the king or face his unbridled revenge
at some point.

• The last entry describes his plan to sneak into
the castle to follow this confused urge in his
innermost being.
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The Castle of the Ivory King
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The castle can be seen from any point of the island, thanks to its elevated position. From a distance, the fog makes it look Majestically Mythical.
It has many High Oriels And Countless Towers. It
looks Absolutely Gigantic and seems to Glisten
Whitish through the haze.
At the foot of the castle the crimson river rushes
down in A Massive Waterfall.
However, as soon as you get closer and start the
[#8a] Ascent to the Castle, The Farce Reveals Itself
step by step. Without the view-distorting fog, the
castle will gradually look more like a Parody Or Caricature. As if the builders had never seen a castle,
but tried to Recreate One Only From Second-Hand
Stories. It looks as if it had been carved out of the
rock, as if there had been a much bigger mountain
here ages ago, which has been removed bit by bit.
The majority of the oriels and towers are obviously Only Built For Appearance. Everything is made
of Brittle Limestone that is supposed to give the
impression of chiseled stones, but the amateurish
deception can be immediately revealed from close
up, even without expert knowledge.

The castle itself is built Very Labyrinthine, with
many small chambers where the servants are housed, where they work and serve the pelicans. In
addition, the castle accommodates the pelican soldiers, as well as the royal family and many low-ranking conspecifics. The players should meet them
from time to time in the corridors. However, they
will not be noticed by them as long as they do not
behave strangely or aggressively. To find your way
through the labyrinth of roughly hewn corridors
is, without a suitable guide, a sheer impossibility.
In many places The Crimson River Flows Through
The Castle, appearing unexpectedly here and there and disappearing again in grids and flooded
passages elsewhere. The Light Splashing Sound is
a constant companion.
Should they move through the complex at random, the order in which they meet them in the
three main areas of the castle, [#8c] The Banquet
Hall, [#8d] The Audience Chamber and [#8e] The
Throne Room, should be determined randomly by
throwing a die.
1-2
3-4
5-6

[#8c] The Banquet Hall
[#8d] The Audience Chamber
[#8e] The Throne Room
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#8a

Ascent to the Castle

2

Odors

Ancient limestone. Guano. Rust &
splash water.

Noises

Very faint, muffled howling from the
direction of the castle, loose, falling
pebbles. The roaring waterfall.

In a Glass Cage in a Completely Dark Room, a Broad-leaved Plant emerges from a Cracked Clay Jug.
The clay jug is adorned all over with Symbols Of
Danger and reliefs of apocalyptic scenarios representing a globe overgrown with plants.

The Coarse Steps Carved out of the rock slowly
wind their way up the rocky slope as a Steep Serpentine. As one climbs them, one slowly becomes
aware of the actual shape of the castle.

The Light-Eater

Artificial light in here is much weaker than usual
and light sources are used up three times as quickly. You can literally watch the plant grow if you
light with you. If brought into sunlight it would
grow around the world within 4 months and after
6 months the sun would shrink to a white dwarf.

At the end, one stands in front of a Shapeless,
Yawning Gate that leads into the darkness and allows one to enter the castle.

3

#8b

A Humanoid, Androgynous Structure made of
Sheet Metal stands alone in a storage room surrounded By Rotten Boxes.

The Ivory King‘s Collection

The Castle of the Ivory King is filled with Several
Special And Magical Items that his servants pulled
from some of the various surrounding wrecks.
Whenever players are walking through The Castle‘s Winding Corridors, you can decide to have
them encounter one of the following items.

Lead Automaton

If one fills flammable material into a Shaft In The
Abdominal Area and ignites another small chamber next to it, it comes to life after a few moments.
It can talk and seems to have a Basic, If Very Naive,
Consciousness. It follows orders, but can also ignore them. It has free will.

Roll 1D6 and take the rolled item.
Or just pick one at will.

As soon as it runs out of fuel, it becomes rigid
again. It forgets everything that happened during
the previous cycle.

1

4

The Doll‘s Shelf

On a Large Shelf there are Four Miniature Human
Dolls, randomly and conspicuously lonely distributed on the different rows. All of them show signs
of Rot And Decay.
They are Untreated Voodoo Dolls. If you take a
foreign fingernail or hair, speak the appropriate
saying, which fortunately was Engraved In The
Wall Of The Shelf, and put it on the doll, you can
control that person and all the damage you do to
the doll will happen to that person as well.
Unfortunately, the dolls are already in such a bad
condition that when the ritual is completed, that
person dies painfully on the spot from the damage
the puppets already sustained.
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A Pair of Leather Shoes

Two inconspicuous, albeit Very Stylish, Leather
Shoes, strikingly draped on a Pedestal.
Whoever puts them on is soon Seized By An Immense Dancing Frenzy and must immediately perform a dance of his or her choice. No matter which
dance is chosen, the effect lasts for at least half
a minute. The dancer may choose any person of
his choice as partner. This person is also seized by
the urge to dance and together they put down a
part. After the end of the effect, the shoes fly off
the feet, which usually causes the dancer and the
chosen partner to fall.

5

The Ship In A Bottle

In a Corked Bottle filled with foamy water, a
ship floats on Animated Waves. Fine Mist passes
through the vessel at all times.
The miniature is a Reduced View Of A Real Ship.
The ship experiences every movement of the bottle in real time, simulated in the local waves. The
ship is a frigate patrolling the coast of the Kingdom of Nur.
6

The Eyeball Of Chalsmandur

In a side niche lies a Handy Box lined with white
velvet. An Iron Eyeball is bedded on the cloth. It
is somehow Always Fresh And Moist if touched.
If you put it into the empty eye socket of a living
person, it will fuse with the surrounding flesh.
The person with Chalsmandur‘s eyeball Can See
Through Wood as if it were cloudy glass, if they
close the other eye. The thicker or more layered
the wood is, the duller the vision until only overlapping shadows can be seen.

Then, in a Large Flock, The Bird Princes break
into the hall, circle over it several times and then
everyone takes a seat. From here on, the restrained person becomes a little restless. Slowly the
queen‘s charm fades away until it completely disappears and they fully realize their fate. Thereupon the person desperately begs everyone present to help them.
The princes linger for some time in indiscriminate
chattering, until suddenly they stop and rush like
mad at the food and the person and eat everything that crosses their beaks.
They do not allow themselves to be disturbed while eating and do not pay attention to out of place
players unless they are being attacked. Then the
bird princes all rise into the air, cawing maliciously
once more and prematurely abort their meal.
Represented bird species:
Herons, gulls, cormorants, flamingos, plovers,
storks, geese, swans, ducks

#8d
#8c
Odors

Noises

The Banquet Hall
A variety of delicious dishes. Strong
smell of fish. 				
Bird droppings. Old blood.
Soft humming of a potentially restrained person. Elusive steps of servants.
Chattering of the bird princes. The
gushing of the Crimson River.

A Large Hall With An Open Ceiling. In the middle a
Wide Slab Of Stone with Dozens Of Seats. It is surrounded by the Crimson River, which submerges
the entire room in Ankle-deep Water.
The hall is filled with busy servants until late in the
evening. A 2 Out Of 6 Chance that a currently still
Cooperative Person Is Strapped To The Table by
leather straps on hands and feet. At the beginning
they are still comfortable with their current situation and will assure the players that they do not
mind, no, it is even an honor for them.

The Audience Chamber

Odors

Strong blood scent. Metal and rust.
Unwashed servants and stagnant
pond water.

Noises

Soft splashing. Shuffling steps and
dripping drool of the servants. Soft
croaking and feather-cleaning from
the queen.

A Round Chamber through which a side arm of the
Crimson River runs. One Door On Each Side. In the
middle the water accumulates and forms a Deep
Red Pond, about half a meter deep. In front of it a
raised Platform With A Kneeler on it, on which the
petitioners have to place themselves. In the middle of the pond two servants, who together form a
kind of table on which the Queen Of The Pelicans
sits.
Sometimes she swims a short round and dives
down from time to time to re-color her plumage.
She also drinks from it.
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In gratitude for fair jurisdiction most of the people release some of their Blood Into The Water.
Those who are arbitrarily found guilty are killed by
a handful of pelican soldiers and their blood is added to the water.
All the servants and residents around the Queen
are even More Eager And Ecstatic than normal.
Some drool, some squint. The effect of the charm
at such Close Range Overloads Their Brains.

#8e

The Throne Room

Odors

Vague. After royal odor. Definitely
bone, but no bird shit. Weird.

Noises

Splashing of the stream against iron
bars. Crunching of bones between
sharp teeth.

The center of the room is dominated by
a Pale Heap Of Bones, about three
cubic meters in mass. On top of it
sits The Ivory King, King Of The
Pelicans, staring at nothing
in particular. The Crimson
River gushes out of a
Grated Opening In
The North and divides. It circles around
the pile of bones
		
in Two Channels
		
embedded in the ground, only to disappear
separately on the other side behind two more
grids. The water here is about one meter
deep.
Unevenly distributed in the room are Four Elongated, Brittle Limestone Columns, which collapse in on themselves with a strong blow. Pelican
Soldiers sit on two of them. They know their orders, there is no reason for a small pelican. In case
of danger they are supposed to protect the king.
The rear grille hasn‘t been replaced for a long time
and is completely corroded by the constant flow
of water. It leads to the [#8f] Source Of The Crimson River. The other two entrances are completely underwater, but theoretically you could get into
almost any part of the castle using them. If you
have a long breath.
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Interaction with the Ivory King
The players are allowed to approach the pile of bones. The king will ignore them in his boredom.
If they appear threatening, speak uncouthly or act
otherwise erratic, he will rise up intimidatingly and
display his full stature. Should the intruders then
still behave improperly, threatening or trying to
harm him, the pelicans on the columns
will immediately attack. As long as
the king is not attacked directly,
he will just sit and watch. Otherwise he will join in as soon as
a player does damage to him.
He is tactically smart. He
keeps his distance, uses his
abilities, and the channels
and retreats to the columns
regularly.
Should the Ivory King let his
call ring out, three more elite
soldiers will fly into the throne
room after an indefinite period to
support their king. As long as the king
is not dead, more will come. There are
many pelicans on the island.
As soon as the king dies, all the pelicans
present will leave the players
and take off. Every one
of them will weep
heavily.

#8f

Source of the Crimson River

#8g

The „Treasure Chamber“

Odors

Salt. Wild and wet. 			
Of stalactites and lime.

Odors

Eggshells & Sulphur. After fresh
prawns and salty tears.

Noises

Grumpy, drawn-out sobbing, the
splashing of enormous tears.

Noises

Nothing. The world is silent here.

The gated passage out of the throne room leads
down into a Huge Cave plunged into Total Darkness. A Crumbling Limestone Bridge crosses
an Artificial Lake that stretches across the entire
width. At its end, behind an Unlocked Door Of Solid Ivory is [#8g] The „Treasure Chamber“.
A Gigantic, Monumental Hyena-crocodile lives in
the middle of the lake. Its tears flood this underground chamber and form the source of the Crimson River. It has been crying for a hundred years
because it is unable to find its egg. The sobbing
echoes from the chamber walls and through small
holes in the stone through the rest of the castle.
If you give it the egg that the crane king promised
you, it stops crying and breaks through the castle
wall to climb down the cliff and vanish into the sea.
It does not react to people unless they attack it
effusively. Simple stabs with a sword bounce off
its hard skin anyway. Should the players manage
to annoy the crocodile enough, it will crush the
annoying individual with one of its giant paws or
simply devour it in a single bite, only to continue
sobbing shortly afterwards.

A completely round Chamber Of Limestone.
At the side the King‘s Daughter Dell is chained at
the ankle. The chain can be opened with the help
of the crystal crown, which has to be put into a
Complicated Lock. Or alternatively, the Rusty
Mounting can be ripped out of the wall with little
effort.
In the middle of the room lies the treasure of the
ivory king. His eggs. Countless Eggs. All of them
unfertilized and already Spoiled And Sallow for
eons. Some of them have already sprung a leak,
but from the outside they look normal.
The eggs are Bedded On Pearls, but you can only
find them by clearing away a few dozen eggs. The
whole hoard has an approximate value of 4,000
Brass and enough weight for ten people.
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Potential Outcomes
Depending on the plot hook you choose and the actions of your players, there are several ways to determine
the outcome of the adventure. A few are listed here and may be mixed, depending on what your players do.

Nothing happens
The players land on the island, ignore everything
they see and sail off again. A bit boring, but you
should always expect something like this.

Valvalur is murdered
Should the king of the cranes die, the king is moderately pleased about it. After this long time, nothing can really cheer him up. After a few weeks he
will finally retrieve the princess from the treasury.
When she learns about the death of her beloved,
her heart is shattered and at the next opportunity
she will throw herself from the biggest tower of
the castle into the sea and disappear forever.

Liberation of the princess
Dell, the princess is freed and reunited with the
crane king. Both fly back to his home, the great
river Nur and live there happily ever after.

Liberation and regicide
The king and queen are slain and the princess is
freed. Here too, she flies with the Crane King to
Nur, but at the same time, due to the death of her
parents, she becomes the new queen and thus
the head of the pelicans thanks to inheritance. All
birds of the island follow her to her new home.
After some time a Utopian colony of cranes and
pelicans develops there.

The grieving mother
The players give the hyena crocodile the dowry of
the crane king. The hyena crocodile will then stop
crying and leave the island. The river dries up after
a few days and the vegetation begins to die. Villagers still living here slowly starve and die out in a
matter of weeks.
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Join us!
One or more players decide to stay. They succumb
to the Queen‘s Charm after one month, are accepted into the community and at some point are sacrificed to the bird princes at the banquet.

The King is slain
Everything stays the same. The queen doesn‘t care
about her husband‘s death and she continues to
rule in an ice-cold manner. There‘s a steady stream
of castaways. Servants can always be recruited.
Nothing changes.

The Queen is slain
The king cracks and stalks the players with all his
might and determination. Should the players escape from the island, the king will prepare for a
day and then dispatch his entire court after them.
From now on every pelican is hostile to them, no
matter to which country they may travel to.

The King and the Queen are slain
Those Long-Lost Villagers are freed from the
Queen‘s Charm and gradually leave the island, except for a few stubborn ones who will not survive
long on their own anyway.
The pelicans slowly fall into anarchy without guidance. Small fringe groups are formed and soon
disband again. The colony breaks up and perishes.

Dramatis Personae
Ploffskin

King of the Pelicans

King‘s Call

Once per scene, the king can croak
loudly. Each person must achieve a
[Saving Throw - Hard], or you will be
subject to the King‘s orders. Pain releases you from this hex.

King‘s Gaze Once per player, the king can look
deep into their eyes. [Saving Throw
- Normal] If you fail, your character
will be plagued by the certainty that
he or she is standing in front of a
real, true king, and will suffer emotional damage as a result.
King‘s 		
Poison

If a blow with the beak is successful,
the king can choose not to cause any
harm and instead inject his poison
into the targeted person. [Saving
Throw - Normal]

Golden eyes and a crown of crystal glass.
A monument of silence. Sits on his bone throne
and chews thoughtlessly on pale remains. Carries
deep sorrow in his innermost being. Carries strong
jealousy and greed for his daughter outwardly. Loves the Queen and his court from the bottom of
his heart. Can neither be bribed nor persuaded or
swayed. If someone brings him proof of the Crane
King‘s death, that person is briefly observed and
then receives [K] A handful of pearls (500 brass),
which the King chokes up from his gullet.
He cannot die of natural causes, unless he chooses
to do so.
[M] Crystal Glass Crown (1000 brass) 		
[W] Golden Eyes (150 brass each)

Pluffskin

Queen of the Pelicans

Queen‘s
Call

Once per scene the queen can croak
loudly and imperiously. Any person
who hears it [Saving Throw - Hard]
immediately throws themself on the
floor and bows. Pain will free you
from this hex.

Queen‘s
Minions

Any person present who is under the
Queen‘s thrall will try their hardest
to protect her, regardless of their
own wellbeing. Throwing themselves before attacks, blindly leaping at
enemies, attacking with bare hands
and feet, etc...

Wears A Rusty Red, Jagged Crown Set with Small
Reddish Gemstones, matching her plumage, Colored Red by Blood. Piercing black eyes, noticeably
intelligent, almost human, contemptuous and bored.
The queen of the pelicans is worshipped and idolized by the inhabitants of the island as its supreme
ruler. Should she be killed, the king of the pelicans
will pursue her murderers in raging fury. If her husband should die, she will hardly pay any attention
to this and simply have the throne room sealed
off. She doesn‘t care about the princess. Let her
wither down there or fly away.
She tries to distract herself with all sorts of things.
Players who entertain her can briefly arouse her
interest and perhaps gain her favor for a few moments. But her favors last only briefly and are already forgotten at subsequent meetings.
She cannot die of natural causes unless she chooses to.
[K] Rust-red Crown (500 brass)

Dell

Princess of the Pelicans

The princess of the pelicans wears pure white plumage and a crown of shrimps on her head, which
always seems to stay fresh. Her normally bellbright voice has become muddy and rough due to
the long imprisonment and humidity. She is everlastingly mopey and has surrendered to her fate
of being in her father‘s custody forever. Only the
union with her love, Valvalur the Crane King will
make her happy again.
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Valvalur

King of the Cranes

Giganto Pelican

Two legs,
The crane king can change into his
with a head human form and back again at will.
on top

One and a half meters tall and muscle-bound with
razor-sharp wings and sharpened beaks. Traded
their brains for a good dose of strength.

View of the Trees and rocks do not hinder his
cranes
view. He can see through them. Only
man-made things remain hidden
from him.

Every group of Giganto pelicans on the island (except for those in the throne room) is consequently
accompanied by a normal pelican croaking orders
and always calling them to attention. Should the
small pelican be killed, the big ones will simply
continue to do the last thing they were told until
they get new orders.

The King of the Cranes. Also called the Staken
King. He is rather skinny in stature, physically weak
and therefore usually trusts in his foresight and
charm. He flees as soon as he is attacked, but he
never really leaves the island because of his love
for Princess Dell.
In human form, he wears a blue tailcoat, pea-green
trousers with braces, and a delicate lilac tie. In bird
form, his clothes form his feathers. If any piece of
the crane king‘s clothing is cut off, it will turn back
into a pile of feathers within two hours.

They are the soldiers of the Ivory King and are loyal to him as long as he lives.

Normal Pelican
A pelican. Nothing more. Long pouch beak, clumsy
walk and a crooked neck. A simple bird.

He cannot die of natural causes unless he chooses
to do so.

The normal pelicans have various pleasant tasks
at the king‘s court and in the village, such as overseer, chamberlain, administrator and member of
the board of directors. All unpleasant tasks are
performed by human servants. They are smarter
than pelicans from other regions due to their close
proximity to the royal couple and understand human language and basic human concepts.

The dowry for Dell, [M] A Hyena-crocodile Egg
(1400 brass) is not always with him, but he usually
hides it in the immediate vicinity.

Servants of the Pelicans

He is in constant deep mourning due to the separation from his beloved and will look at other characters with minor interest, as long as they don‘t
care about his story or want to harm him.

The Bird Princes
Since the original celebration of Dell‘s birth, the
Bird Princes have been invited to a banquet on the
Island of the Ivory King every evening.
However, over the years of eating, they have all
become vain and spiteful. They only long for the
next meal and then hurl themselves wildly onto
the dinner table as if out of their senses.
Each of them has a piece of jewelry that marks
their nobility in form, color or material. In each
case either a necklace, a collier or an amulet.
[K] Collier / Necklace / Amulet (100 brass)
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The people of the island, who have been living
here for several years. Those who are most affected by the Queen‘s Charm are brought to the castle to serve directly under the king and obey any
of his orders or those of the queen. They are loyal
to the pelicans and do everything in their power
to protect and entice them. They voluntarily do all
the physical work in the castle without a pause or
complaint and are actually very content doing so.
They wear dirty white robes and have shorn their
hair. Most of them copy the typical characteristics of the pelicans and shuffle around constantly,
with their arms under the robe, placed against the
body. Some even croak.

Seagull Griffin
Tail clamp

If the seagull griffin‘s grab succeeds,
it lifts its victim upwards. The damage depends on the fall height as the
griffin lets go.

The front half consists of a seagull, the back half
of a cat. It can fly, has a long tail and is about one
meter high and two meters wide.
Unfortunately for any sailor, the seagull griffin has
the worst characteristics of both species. The insatiable hunger and brazen nature of a seagull and
the predatory instincts and playing urge of a cat.
A seagull griffin usually seeks something to eat or
to play with. At the same time, however, it is also
quite the coward and will quickly take to flight if it
encounters too much resistance.

Martenwyrm
Bite Down

The Martenwyrm bites with all its
strength into a soft body part and
wraps its tail around the body of
the victim. Very difficult to get it off
again.

A Martenwyrm is a fur dragon in miniature format
without wings. It has an agile serpentine body
with four limbs and sharp claws. Its bite is particularly dangerous, as it has a scaly head similar to
that of a wyrm, although smaller, but with equally
sharp teeth.
Martenwyrms are often hunted for their valuable
reddish fur and are increasingly rare to be found
in the wild. Some are kept as pets by ostentatious
nobles. However, catching and retaining a live specimen is extremely risky, yet also very well compensated.
[K] Red Martenwyrm Fur (300 brass)
[R] Living Martenwyrm (1000 brass)

Vielen Dank fürs Lesen.
Thank you for reading.
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